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photographs at age 19, were the first to provide unqualified
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What fascinates me most about an artist's work is his reason for
working. Over the years since 1839 we have heard a lot of discussion
about how to make good pictures. One person uses a north light
source, another mixes his media, still another hypnotizes his subjects.
But all the while there has been little said about why photographers
want to make their pictures in the first place.
In this report I could cover a number of areas and will in passing,
but intend to deal most fully with the one that interests me most:
motive. Within that topic are a number of interlaced concerns each
dependent on the other, and thus difficult to separate and organize.
In 1978 I moved back to my hometown where I had photographed
sporadically since 1966, and began a series of photographs that
involved me every day. As I worked I found myself posing questions
and proposing answers, both of my own making, answers and questions
that as far as I was aware, were without reference to mentor or
precedent.
This investigation was partly visual but mostly psychological.
When I first began to work consciously on these psychological
questions, I had read nothing on the subject and thought I had
invented it. (I later changed my mind as I found reference to other,
similar quests.) As I worked it seemed appropriate that the work
should deal directly with the motive that propelled it. A central
metaphor emerged. I was wrestling: trying to wring a blessing from
specific people, trying to get right with a vague source, trying to
arrive at a state of hardy balance.
Naming Quiet Voices
I worked to arrive at a state of balance with those people and
spaces I named with my camera. I searched my environment and myself
to locate feelings I was sensitive to and then tried to increase the
sensitivity to those feelings. I called them "quiet
voices."
The
slightest distraction would muffle them. I tried to put my finger on an
emotion that was totally personal, tried to give it a name, tried to
understand it and ultimately act on that understanding by producing a
talisman of the experience. I sat on the school steps for hours in
1957 and in 1967 and in 1977 trying to soak up something, to figure it
out and to enjoy it. This naming process gave me a chance to identify
some personal conflicts and to separate them a bit from my life. Unlike
Kane, I found Rosebud after a reasonable search and was able to begin
again.
Liberation
The past formed a closure against the present and protected me
from it. My value in existence seemed to depend on my art. I made
my art from my difficulties and from my past and so my value seemed to
depend on maintaining those difficulties and on maintaining my connec
tions with the past. At some point I realized that when I found a
source of art in well-being and the present I could enter the realm of
well-being and the present.
I was frightened by the prospect, yet I
knew it to be necessary, and I knew I would liberate myself from the
past only by dealing firmly with it.
Obligation , Calling
Part of the process of liberation, too, had to do with the dis
charge of a long-standing sense of obligation that I had assumed as one
of the characteristics of my relationship with the town that had made so
many early contributions to the making of my personality. One is
created by one's childhood; as gifts of positive and negative polarity
are showered on one over periods of years from dozens of sources,
connections are made and debts are incurred. My debts were coming
due.
They gave this child more of themselves than that,
They gave him afterward every day, they became part of him.
From time to time I had the overwhelming sensation that people were
waiting for me to come and make their photographs. Some of the older
people couldn't wait. My time was limited. I could only do the really
important things, I told myself. Hence my selection mostly of those
older people who needed to be caught in time. I photographed person
alities that were landmarks in my life and in other people's lives
because I knew we would all feel cheated 50 years from now if I did
not. I had some call from people in the neighborhood to photograph
corpses. People never came to pick up the prints, though. What they
wanted was the opportunity to see the old man one last time and to hold
him in time, or to assuage some guilt at a photograph not made earlier
or a word not spoken earlier. They wanted the opportunity to see the
infant for the first and last time. But mostly I made a lot of
photographs of the living. Now when the county paper comes on
Thursdays I open to the obituaries as usual, but I don't felt the usual
remorse. Even if I haven't made the photograph I intended, I felt as
though I had dealt with some important people and issues.
In this business of obligation also was a sense of regard. Once I
said, "The parade happens to the town; the photographer happens to
the parade." There have been many times when I did not make
pictures because I didn't think I had the right. I began to change
"right"
to "obligation." I began to change "voyeur" to
"witness." I
remembered people were waiting for me to come. I found that, if the
motives were wholesome, they were easy to act on. I wished I could
communicate these motives to my subjects, and I did communicate more
as time passed. I found some people who, to my relief, understood the
seriousness of my regard and the importance of the work we did
together without my having to explain it to them.
I chose working methods that were in accord with my sense of
regard. I set up appointments by telephone or letter even with people
who lived on my street. I scheduled a block of time ranging from an
hour to a day to make the pictures. I photographed with simplicity and
directness placing the face in the center of the frame. The eyes
engaged the lens, proxy for my eyes and yours. With my straightfor
ward methods I hoped to build an historical record of the culture and a
monument to the people who were in my child's eyes grand. I believed
that my work in Sutton was my particular contribution and, in the





I thought that Sutton had significance because of its place within
the cultural history of the state and the nation. Though it was the
wrestling motive that propelled me most, I was also motivated by a
desire to produce documents of a microcosm to which I had special
access. I saw my value to others in the form of an exhaustive histori
cal record. I felt the work had to have value outside of personal
expression or formal art issues and the documentary goal provided that
value. I eschewed art for its own sake.
Collecting, Cataloging
If I made documents out of a sense of obligation to my subjects
and to history, I also made them out of a need to collect and organize.
If a thing had an emotional history, I wanted it: the place where
someone once stood, a room where something once occurred. I wanted
to order these images in files of contact sheets with places, names and
dates noted.
This process of making photographs allowed me to systemize a part
of my life. The sight of the subject was overwhelming. Just as
correct hospital procedure protects doctors from emotion, I erected a
screen of professionalism between myself and what I saw. I established
systems, symbols and methods to protect me from a life of pure feeling.
I got in line humbly to receive gifts. Many things were out of control.
But my files and darkroom were possible to control. When I was alone,
I could peacefully order all I had surveyed and collected. Whether
working with camera, enlarger
or file cabinet I felt I was struggling to
structure my visible world. I didn't hang my photographs on my walls,
but I liked to have them close by, to know that they existed and that I
could come in contact with them if I needed to. Walker Evans: "It's
sort of like collecting. "5 "It does require a certain arrogance to see
and to choose. "6
Attraction
I was attracted to the people I photographed. When they were in
front of my lens they were amazing without having to do anything.
I learned that I already liked the people I wanted to photograph
and it was inappropriate to criticize them. I couldn't bring myself to
photograph people I didn't like. Conversely I had such extreme regard
for some, especially the older ones, and they had such specific,
conservative expectations for me, that at times I could not bring myself
to photograph at all. Part of the time photographing just seemed
7
socially inappropriate, an invasion of privacy, "an unearned
intimacy"
,
a too-close scrutiny that bordered on criticism. Later I understood
what Robert Frank had said, that "criticism can come out of
love."
Later, too, I read and agreed with Ugo Mulas: "the more I like the
9
subject the more closely I want to render
it."
Detachment
Although I was attracted to them visually, I felt a social separation
from the people and things I photographed and that may have empha
sized the attraction they held for me. I made an aesthetic issue of the
distance between the one seen and the one seeing. Our relationship
was not resolved, but we were seeking to resolve it, and the seeking
provided a subtle tension and interest to the photographs that resulted
from the process of exploration.
Ben Maddow referred to this detachment as "passion at a dis-
10
tance."
Keith Smith said his own picturemaking was motivated by
"unrequited
love."11
The feeling I referred to in my description of
making the Quickie photographs, the sense of aristocracy, is related
to this. According to Berger the aristocrat is looked at but he does
not look back. By allowing myself to look, I had given up my chance
to be aristocratic (regardless of whether or not I was aristocratic or
whether or not being aristocratic was ever desirable). But I remained
detached anyway because detached as well is one who looks but does
not participate.
Stewardship
The process of working professionally is a trust. The results of
the process are held in trust by the photographer. He is steward of
the photographs that are the only physical results of a shared experi
ence. The subject of a portrait when he faces the lens faces the
future and history. He knows this. As a photographer, steward of
the image, I felt a sense of responsibility as I transmitted that image
into the future. I tried to present my subjects with dignity in photo
graphs that were simple, direct and authoritative. The photographs
were copyrighted to prevent them from being published out of context.
Balance: Objectification , Transformation, Normalization
The process of wrestling was a process of normalization of rela
tions, of arriving at a state of balance. This process often began with
objectification which, like attraction-detachment, was a sword that cut
both ways.
. . . The conventions popular in studio portraiture




hood'. [In the 20's and 30's, Sander's work was ambiva
lent.] By the 30's and 40's, however, the ambivalence is
gone . . . surface sheer materiality is equated with
desirability the spiritual element. Depiction of surface
becomes, a means of spiritualizing material. [emphasis
mine . ]
Through photography, a thought or feeling can become an object
and when it does it is subject to the same laws to which other objects
are subject. Once an idea or emotion becomes incarnate attached to a
physicality it can be manipulated like any other object as if it had a
physical existence. An example of a simple yet powerful manipulation is
the already mentioned power to order.
. . . The power granted to us by the picture is thoroughly
unearned and unavoidable. Still, that same culture has
habituated us to our superiority over the people it depicts,
even when they are objects of common esteem. For the
mischief of photographic experience lies in the fact that
they've been reduced to objects. Something Jar more
diminished than they are or were in the flesh. . .
And even further removed from what they were in the imagination.
I had no desire to reduce to objects the people I photographed. I did
have a desire to transform into some manageable object the experience
of seeing and being with the people I photographed. An imagined
relationship, once it was committed to paper, could be studied, under
stood, altered. I was not in control of my life, so I created symbols
and took control of the symbols. I was trying to alter a perceived
reality that existed only and could
be altered only inside me. One is
created by one's childhood. By recreating one's childhood one recre
ates (and takes possession of) oneself.
I photographed the Sutton of my desires not the real Sutton,
creating a new psychological environment in which to live.
She took her pictures to clarify what happened to her and
those she loves, to objectify inward conditions . .... Such
photographs . . . serve ... to demythologize life.
We speak a thought in order to be rid of it. Pure thought is
without form. Given form it is allowed to rest. I made photographs of
people to dismantle the myths that I had built up around them and to
be free to deal with them directly as human beings. The experience of
looking at photographs does not resemble the experience those photo
graphs "record", so photographs are ideal tools for circumventing
experience .
In the exhibition I used words as a narrative device. As a
narrator I was freer to transform and alter, to fictionalize. I was freer
of the subject and of assumed truths about it. In photographs and
writing, myth became object, then object became re-mythologized.
Memory, Myth and Totem
Some artists cannot deal with the present, so they retreat into a
romantic past they have imagined. People from the past are convenient
receptors for qualities we want to have existed. The problem then
becomes one of dealing with the past. Some artists, myself included,
believe that only by entering the past and dealing with its hold on them
will they be released, able to enter the future. I might have in the old
days photographed to guard against a sense of loss. I now photograph
10
to enhance the sense of loss I feel. Indeed I photograph in order that
17
I might lose. When I photograph, I neutralize memory and am
released. I am released from angel, monument, talisman, totem, legend,
dream, magic: all larger than life.
18
In Day for Night one of the actors, lovesick and twenty, asks
the film director "Do you believe that women are magical?" I thought
some of the people I photographed were close to being so. I couldn't
find a word that precisely expressed that feeling. Totem, something
that serves as an emblem or revered symbol, or talisman, an object
marked ceremoniously that exerts a magical, extraordinary and usually
positive influence, come closest but are still not exactly right. I think
of the Stonehenge, its original meaning lost, but to which modern man
returns for strength, or I think of a particular farmer from whom one
buys apples every October and whom one quietly admires. Harold
Singleton was the Sunday School superintendent and a power company
lineman. I imagined him standing stocky in yellow rubber boots and
smiling as electricity ran harmlessly through his body.
In the following passage, Hilton Kramer talks about works of art,
but he could be talking about people.
For legends often obscure rather than illuminate the
achievements they are created to exalt. So encumbered
with adoration and awe are the legend-laden achievements
that the task of discovering their true quality comes more
and more to resemble the critical equivalent of an
archeo-
logical dig. Layer upon layer of myth and misunderstand
ing must be stripped away before the work itself can be
accurately perceived and properly experienced.
He could have been speaking about my feeling for those who inhabited
my childhood. In the act
of
photographing
of looking across at some
one a symbol, legend or talisman became a real experience. The
11
shards of that experience were new symbols in the form of pictures. A
picture of a talisman became a source for another talisman, but now it
was a personal one. I was craftsman and participant in the symbolizing
process rather than heir to an existing set of symbols.
Action
Arriving at a balance involved transformation of ideas about the
subject through objectification. It also involved transformation of ideas
20
about myself through action. The photographs were shards left after
combat with intense feelings. The action of making photographs came
21
to have a moral quality in its fearless and confrontational nature. It




I worked physically close to my subjects and I worked with
them for extended periods in order to intensify the sensation of
purification. The fact that Robert Capa's statement, "If your pictures
23
aren't good, you're not close
enough,"
'
is so widely quoted may
indicate a popular belief that the experience of closeness will cause a
change in the heart of the reporter. He has been there. One might
argue that the camera served Capa with a pretext for being in the
battlefield. He said of Vietnam, "This is going to be a beautiful
24
story." Curtis offers another example of the photographer's taking
action .
". . . in laQfi Curtis himself actually danced in the
snake
ceremony."
In the winter of 1980-81, I made a 900-mile trip from Rochester to
Sutton and back in an unheated car with my three year old son. I
worked every day. I went to see my
high school coach, talked to him
12
and made some photographs. I also photographed many other people.
I felt that I had taken action. I asked Mr. Watson to unload his guns
before I made photographs of him with them. I opened the door to
Mrs. Moran's porch and made a photograph even though she wasn't
home. I asked Mrs. Harris if I could photograph her peeling potatoes
and did so even though it made her uncomfortable. Such simple acts;
such simple requests; yet so momentous for my subjects and so
sacramental for me.
I was pushing at boundaries my subjects had established for
human behavior and that had not been crossed in decades if at all.
One simply doesn't photograph people who are peeling potatoes. One
doesn't photograph people not in one's immediate family. One doesn't
make photographs at a rate of 36-72 frames in one hour. One doesn't
spend one's whole morning making photographs much less posing for
photographs. All this unconventional behavior was occurring while we
each were standing on opposite sides of the window of history.
Photography allowed me to define my own role in a variety of
situations. The role of photographer was itself a role I created for
myself. The kind of photographer that I was had not existed before in
that society. I began to value my role as witness to a specific culture.
I made photographs. I made notes. I took time out to think and to
observe. I took chances. I forced myself to ask questions and to ask
permission. I forced myself to go into the gym, the school, the
church, the home, the bathroom and the bedroom. I became the
witness to willing and unwilling spectacles.
I came to believe that
people died waiting for my knock on
the door. I came to believe that




My unwillingness to interject myself into someone
else's lifeonce a liabilitybecame an important part of my work.
Wrestling
In 1968 I naively assumed I could escape from the place. But then
it occurred to me that I was the one with the problems, and I was the
one with the solutions. The place itself, like one's shadow, is
inescapable. Once one has acquired a way to address his fear he can
relish it. Before that he lives in mild, unrecognized horror. There
seems to be a relationship between the urgency with which one pursues
one's work and the force that appears in the results. I tried to work
close to the center of my personal urgency.
After each face materialized, it advanced towards me,
rushing faster and faster, until it loomed large and
terrifying, only to disappear and be supplemented by a new
face in the distance. The sequence was repeated over and
over. The fear was only relieved when I set up my camera
and began photographing each face as it emerged. When I
awoke I took the dream as a mandate to photograph the
faces I had seen. . . .
That same day, I put my camera on a tripod and
walked out onto the Avenue. I was so intimidated by the
. . . people ... I decided to abandon the idea. . .
... [He had to] go into himself and confront his
fears7 . . [he had] to fail a little to come out the other
side.
It is a daily process, never finished.
Exploration
I was trying to understand myself through others by examining my
relationships
searching for limits, weighing strengths, making
14
photographs. As I confronted my subjects and inspected them I began
to see that they were alone, too, and as strong as I. I operated right
on the physical and psychological barrier.
Much earlier, I had gotten so I could do a pretty good job of
photographing what I saw. I would visit someone at home. We would
talk for awhile and I would get the urge to make a record. Auto
matically I would reach for my camera, drop back a few feet, set the
aperture, wait a few moments and make a few photographs: precisely
timed, interesting to look at, informative, about the outsides of things.
But after awhile it wasn't enough.
I wanted to be more than a highly skilled snapshooter making cool
records of surfaces that existed over there and of events that were
happening over there. What had begun as an emotion ended as a
moment, a design. I wanted my world to be spiritually three-dimen
sional and I wanted to be inside.
Portraits started getting made from very close range two feet in
some cases. People were photographed washing the dishes and that
28
mortifed some of them. Bruce Davidson said I needed to photograph
someone taking a bath, and I would have, but that was beyond the
barrier with these particular people. Getting in the door was often an
accomplishment. Gibson, Gerwig, Nuzem, Peterson, Watson, Boggs:
these were all houses on my street for twenty years, yet I had not
been in any of them and would
never be in any of them had I not
found a reason and invited myself in to explore and photograph.
We all lived in a small town yet people were cut off so close, so
separate. My curiosity was overwhelming. In a dream I was moving
slowly through Gibson's house, or
Hammack's on a balmy, dry, June
15
evening. The lights were out but the light was the same inside and
outside. No one was home. I was free to absorb the environment. I
was where I was not supposed to be.
My home town was someplace I wasn't free to go, to move about.
I wanted to swagger freely through that environment.
Taking pictures is seldom the completely appropriate thing to do.
If it gets done at all in some circumstances it is because someone is
willing to act inappropriately.
I coined a phrase "the white line" to refer to the need expressed
by an occasional suburbanite to cross the edge of the road and enter
the woods. Werner Herzog could have used a set, but he decided to
29
pull a real boat over a real mountain in Burden of Dream. Bruce
30
Davidson heard about East 100th Street, supposedly the worse block
in the city, and he had to go there; with that accomplished he began
photographing in the subway which he said was "a kind of
purgatory"
31
and "a metaphor for life." Mary Ellen Mark spent ten years getting
32
things thrown at her on Falkland Road until she found the courage to
stay and photograph. People don't like to think there are places they
can't go. Especially if one of them is their home town.
Implication
I discovered that the only way to fail was to fail to act. I worried
about being a
foolthe stereotyped image of the photographer, a man
dependent on gizmos that fill the pockets of his baggy pants, unable to
respond directly to the world, acting inappropriately in public and in
private, futility in pursuit of nothing more valuable or substantial than
an image. But I learned that I couldn't become a fool because I already
16
was a fool as are all of us. I implicated myself further; I became part
of the "all of us" through action. I became a first person narrator in
the stories I told, a kind of sacred clown. Using mirrors, the photog
rapher Shelby Adams introduced his hands, face and camera into the
documentary images he made of his retarded neighbors in the town
33
where he grew up. Max Kozloff suggests that Diane Arbus "felt




In the photographic act is embodied the question: what am I
willing to be responsible for. Accidents are no longer accidental
(meaningless) when someone is willing to take responsibility for them.
By accepting responsibility for one's images one implicates oneself in
the experience that generated them. My feelings on this are summed
35
up by Emmet Gowin's photograph "Dalton Dishman, Ice Carver".
That photograph tells me art is not efficient. Art is comic, futile,
difficult, motivated by compulsion. The results are transient.
Transmission and Reception
The people in my photographs communicated important messages to
me. They usually did so in their own language one that is reticent,
encoded, subject to interpretation by someone who knows the same code
and therefore subject to misinterpretation (hence my reluctance to
reveal them in print, still another code, another intermediation) or even
to non-interpretation. Following their example, I took the opportunity
of photographing people in a
portrait sitting as an occasion for
transmitting certain information to them.
I told a secret; I asked a
question. Like Arnold Newman who, when photographing Harry
17
Truman, said, "Mr. President, why'd you drop the
bomb?"
, I asked
my coach why he dismissed me twenty years earlier. I told a friend of
my father's about certain unspoken trusts I betrayed. There were no
satisfactory answers to the questions. The responses to the secrets
were without moment. But the sharing was valuable and healthy. The
warp and weft that weaves together the characters in the drama of a
small town are infinitely complex, yet so little direct communication
occurs outside some deliberate, almost impolite effort of this kind.
Connection
37
In Bergman's film Shame there is a war. Colonel Jacobi knows
he is going to die. He bargains the money the woman needs for
passage to freedom in return for a moment with her in the greenhouse.
I know I am going to die, too, so I bargain for a moment with you in
the greenhouse . . .
In making films I am no longer the solitary observer,
turning away after the click of the shutter.
Question: Do you get to know people a little before you
photograph
them?"
Answer: I get to know them through the process of
photographing them. It's an intense
experience
to share.
Passing through the garden only once and briefly
I was and am in need
of a way to fully connect with it, to wring a blessing
out of awareness.
Even the stories I wrote on the gallery walls and even the photographs
of the river had connection as their intent. In fact, it seems too much
to ask of the camera that it be a way to touch a life. It seems
impossible to touch another life let alone enter it.
18
The art process and particularly the etiquette of photographic
portraiture legitimize a long, careful looka look of sensuous
enjoyment, a look of scrutiny, a staredown in rare cases. Like looking
at Medusa in the mirror, photographs allow us to look at what we
cannot look at.
And photography, the world in which the picture is made, like the
dream world, is a place where we can work out scenarios not possible
in our other world. By setting up a photograph I was setting up the
conditions for making contact on terms that were acceptable to me. I
could not in the context of that person's world blurt out "I admire
you!" But once I had established my world around us I could in effect
do that.
In the 1950's professional portrait photographers came to the
Midway, a seedy hotel in the middle of town. My mother took me there
to be photographed. The photographers had greasy hair, patent
leather shoes that were down at the heel and 500 watt floods with
20"
spun glass diffusers over them. In a darkened back room they used
drapes and armrests to establish an environment. In any other context
they would not have been able to set the pace, to define the time
frame, to study my face, to direct me, to touch me. They were on the
fringe just as I, and, just as I, they desired to be more intimately
involved with people than ordinary people are allowed to be. But the
involvement was to be only momentary. There was
an air of sophis
tication about them at the same time they were shabby. They came
from outside, and they seemed to barely touch earth
before leaving
again. I never saw any of them
outside the studio. I seldom saw any
of them more than once.
19
I cannot know the true motives of the Midway photographers. In
contrast Sally Stein gives some insight into the motives of Jacob Riis.
For his publications Riis consistently chose images in which people were
looking away from the camera to emphasize that
consciousness resided exclusively on the side of the
photographer. [The photographs] represented a unilateral
power relationship. The result provided his audience with
a supremely privileged space in which to indulge its
voyeuristic impulses.
About 1978 it occurred to me that if the subject looked back, a mirror
effect would obtain. The distancing of Riis would be replaced by a
unification between subject and photographer, between subject and
audience implication, connection. By late 1978 I had become a first
person narrator. I was in the story.
Summary
An artist is in danger when he writes about his own work: he
can muddy the water; he can give false clues; he can sap energy from
the process of work. He can also punctuate the work giving himself
permission to start a new phrase or clause.
So now, how does one summarize what has essentially been a
summary? Since photography quotes from the world, and since one
important lesson of the thesis has been the discovery that I was not
alone in my searching, and since I am weary of talking about myself, it
seems appropriate that I would cite some of those who shared the effort
I once thought uniquely mine.
This volume grew out of my preoccupation with a past I
had experienced as a child, but^never fully possessed.
Fiction was an act of repossession.
20
Photographs give people an imaginary possession of a past
that is unreal [and] help people to take possession of space
in which they are insecure.
The purpose of the ritualistic making of photographs for a
family album is not to reveal random truths but to sanctify
experience. . . . History is more a product of emotional
necessity than it is a repository of facts; as time slips away
from us it leaves behind a residue of feeling, not fact, and
that is what we remember. ... We are often driven
toward a wish, toward the ideal, and the paradoxical nature
of the photograph both detailed and vague, both real and
indeterminate in meaning^allows us to use it to reposess
the past on its own terms.
Given that I have said that the most urgent work comes from the
cauldron of self-doubt and self-exploration I also felt able on January
9, 1982 to enter the following in my journal:
Each action must be founded on a deep, personal sense
of security, a belief in my judgement and a belief in the
person I am photographing. Anything else will produce
inaction or action resulting undesirably.
I was in the middle of printing my show; the thesis effort was
coming into its maturity and I was apparently reaching the balance I
had sought through it.
. . . The closing of the shutter is a death sentence, a
guillotining of the moment ...It is best left in the
hand of a
man at peace with himself.
Once I spent my time playing tough-guy scenes
But I was living in a world of childish dreams
Someday these childish dreams must end 45
To become a man and grow up to dream again. . .
In June, 1983 I had a dream. I was standing under a sycamore
tree on the bank behind the Grace Harris house on Laurel Street where
I played as a kid. In the dream, though not in reality, Elk River was
a hundred feet below. Some street kids about fifteen years old came
21
up to me slowly through the dusty woods. One of them was about my
size and coloring when I was his age. He was wearing a red Woolrich
jacket like the one I had when I was fifteen. Maybe their presence was
merely threatening. Maybe the kids tried to rough me up or rob me; I
can't remember. I picked up the kid in the jacket and threw him down
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As I mentioned in the body of my report my choice of equipment
and materials and the way I used them reflected my attitude toward my
work as a whole. Black and white was chosen for its permanence as a
document and for its ability to walk the boundary between transparency
and transformation. In order to be physically close to my subjects and
at the same time place them within their supportive environment, I used
medium and short focus lenses. All the photographs in the show were
made with existing light. I operated within the confines of the
manufacturer's recommendations (more or less), from experience and
with a seat-of-the-pants understanding of familiar materials. I felt that
my technique should be inaudible because the characteristics I sought
in the lives of the subjects were almost inaudible and so easy to drown
out.
Precedents
I drew from the photographers mentioned above. I also felt a
kinship with the itinerant photographers who documented West Virginia
between 1880 and 1920, as well as Disfarmer, Sander, the Kinseys, and
the others who spent many years working on extended documents
of a
single place or an idea they were close to. Because of his investigation
of family and community I also feel very
close to Emmet Gowin. My
indebtedness to these photographers is not only visual but procedural
and spiritual.
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Board Contact & Advice
Over a period of four or five months I met with my thesis board
every three weeks for two hours and showed new prints and written
material for the show as well as frequently reworked concepts for use
of the visual and verbal material. Overlapping this period I was also
showing work to Nathan Lyons on a regular basis. The advice I was
getting from him and from Brad Hindson was amazingly coincident. For
example, as the work evolved they both advised larger prints and the
addition of text. Their similar suggestions often came within a few
days of one another even though they were not comparing notes. I had
decided at the outset to throw myself open to the suggestions of my
advisors, and I do not regret that decision. (Thesis diary, January
1982: "I wanted something grand, finished and impersonal, but I am
making something small, tentative, personal.")
Exhibition Statistics
The show was installed in thirty-one hours. We (in addition to
myself the installation crew consisted of Brad Handson, Carol Cloos,
Constance McCabe, Steve Piper, Julie Gelfand, Mark Simolo, and Gerald
"Chip" Hoffman without whose help the installation would not have been
possible and to whom I am grateful) wrapped the gallery floor-to-ceiling
in light grey seamless paper. Using map pins with small, round
ceramic heads we pinned to the wall one-hundred and nine photographs
that we had chosen from about three hundred and fifty I had enlarged.
They ranged in size from 16x20
borderless to a 3x3 drugstore print
taken by my mother. Eight of the
photographs were made by family,
friends or anonymous itinerant photographers. Sixty were made by me
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since I came to R.I.T. Forty-one were made by me before I came to
R.I.T., the earliest from 1967. The text, about 8,000 words, was
written on the seamless in my hand with a felt-tipped pen. A few of
the passages were composed extemporaneously. Most were worked out
in advance. The completed show was open to the public for four days
in May of 1982. In August of 1982 I returned to Sutton and gave more
than 300 prints to the people in the photographs.
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A STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
For several years I have been doing portraits and quiet architectural
Interiors In order to explore formal questions but more Importantly
as a vehicle for expressing my personal emotions toward a place
my home town of Sutton, West Virginia and the surrounding area.
I am trying to express my feelings about my social background as It
Is embodied In the people and landscape of rural, central West Virginia,
Distinct from self-expression, I am expressing how 1 feel about
something outside myself, and simultaneously I am documenting the
subject. In contrast, pure self-expression would rule out my being a
medium through which the room or the person might express Itself to
the audience. I care about the subject and the audience reaction
to It.
My subjects here In central West Virginia have responded well to
my work and to the photographs I have made of them, but I need a
more sophisticated, more educated criticism. I have been trying to
find a balance between the personal and the universal. But,
Isolated as I am, I have not been able to gauge audience reaction
to my work and so have had to guess at the plont at which my
personal symbolism Is comprehendable to others (especially to those
outside rural Appalachla).
In the past I have dealt In the personal more than the universal
and In subject-oriented values more than formal values. I Imagine
the audience prefers the opposite; therefore, communication requires
both. I have asked myself this question: How Is photography best




Most recently I have been working with groups of Images. Each of
the Images In a sequence plays off the others like separate strings
In one emotional chord, like lines In a stanza. To rearrange them
or to eliminate one changes the meaning. Several photographs are
seen as If they were one photograph. Sometimes words might be added
to prepare the viewer for seeing a sequence of photographs. I ask
myself a second question: How can sequencing enhance communication?
My answers to this second question are at a primitive stage, and so
the present portfolio Is not edited with sequencing In mind but is
presented as a cross section of my work since the late 1960's with
an emphasis on what I am now doing. I.e.: "personal documentary".
However, the statement below, which appeared with my one-person show
at The Cultural Center, State Capitol, Charleston, West Virginia,
from February 20 to April 6, 1980, may help someone viewing my photo
graphs to better understand the problems I have set for myself and
the degree to which they are resolved In my recent work:
Central to the work of a photographer Is his subject
and his attitude toward It. Several years ago I chose
subjects almost exclusively in central West Virginia
because the place Is such a vital part of me. My attitudes
toward the area were closely tied to my early years In
Sutton and were often In conflict. I found that In order
to photograph I first had to understand fears and emotions
I had avoided earlier. Once understood, I found In
the process of photography an opportunity to confront
these emotions. Once confronted, my conflicting feelings
were reconciled. I now look at the place directly,
accepting and appreciating what I see,
I know this place well enough to understand It. I understand it
well enough to sympathize with It. I am ojT It. We share the same
flaws, the same virtues.
During that earlier period of conflicting feelings toward my
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background, I also had conflicting feelings about photography Itself.
I thought of photography as cruel, deceitful and exploitative.
Some interpretations of the work of several contemporary photographers,
for lnstanoe, Arbus, Wlnogrand, Avedon or Frank, might easily leave
one with that Impression. Partly to break out of this attitude I
began using a kx5 view camera for portraits because with a 35mm In
my hand, I felt embarrassingly predatory and all-powerful. Later
I began to think of photography as something good to do for someone*-
a handshake, a hello, and embrace. It says, "I like you, and I'd
like for you to live forever".
Before I could think of graduate school and the teaching career to
which It leads, these earlier conflicts had to be resolved. The
fact that I took the time to resolve these problems explains In part
the relatively long delay between college and graduate school In
my case. I also needed time to prepare my self to be willing to be
employed outside of West Virginia. I may be able to find work here,
but I am now prepared to leave if necessary. And of course, my
having resolved those lingering conflicts from the past helps make this
preparedness and the eventual leave-taking possible emotionally.
I have spent half a lifetime here and I expect the area will continue
to be an Important subject. I leave reluctantly but I believe the
trip will be worthwhile. Short periods of separation In the past have
clarified my vision, and I have reason to believe
that I will return
someday to do more work.
In summary, I have found a direction but need help In refining Its
expression and In understanding what my Ideas mean to others. I feel








Title: Wrestling with Angels
Robert Cooper, candidate for the degree of Master of Fine
Arts in Photography
Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester, New York
Purpose :
To prepare an exhibition of photographs I have made near
my home in rural West Virginia.
Background :
I have been exploring the use of photography as a means of establishing
an arena for self exploration within the context of my social history
and as a means of self-defining action within that context. In the role
of photographer, a role I created for myself, I have established contact
with family, neighbors, teachers, school mates and environments that
would otherwise have been left behind yet which would have stayed with
me as half-formed, ghost-like and poorly understood influences.
An integral part of my photographic self exploration is an effort to
understand the society that is my background. West Virginia itself is
legendary and filled with myths about an earlier America. When I began
work there in the late 1960's, I dealt with the material as frankly
legendary. In the late 1970's, I came to handle the material more directly
but still with awe; I was wrestling with angels as it were. Then in the
summer of 1981 I found myself looking across at the culture and its
inhabitants and dealing with them as my equals. I breathed a sigh of
relief. Edmund Wilson said he felt as if all his old ghosts had been
laid to rest. All of mine had not, but I felt as if I had quieted some
of the stronger ones and made a peace with them.
- 2 - 40
My thesis exhibit will be a culmination, a door closed on an old world.
It will be a punctuation mark in a sentence that needs to pause before
it can go on.
Procedure:
Since enrolling at R.I.T. in the Fall of 1980, I have made three trips
to West Virginia and have spent seven weeks there shooting the thesis.
Prior to that I was an Artist-in-Residence for two years which involved
doing my personal work about 10 hours per week in West Virginia. Prior
to the Residency and since 1967, I have been intensely involved in
photographing West Virginia. I intend to draw on the photographic material
I have accumulated. At the time of this writing I have about 100 rolls
of 35mm film and 150 sheets of 4x5 film (as yet unprocessed) that I
exposed during my trip in August 1981.
My remaining thesis efforts will involve developing and proofing this
work, editing it, making enlargements, integrating the current work with
that of the past and sequencing it for exhibition.
My report will be drawn from my thesis diary and from my reading and will
briefly attempt to place my work within the context of the history of the
confrontational portrait and within the context of what Bruce Davidson
calls the Voyage of Self Discovery. My exhibition will be a kind of visual
ship's log of my voyage.
Edmund Wilson , Upstate: Records and Recollections of Northern New
York, (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1971). Also noted
in Nicholas Sapieha,
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Where Salt Lick Meets the Little Kanawha: A very Young Woman
(One summer I traveled from farm to farm in a pickup I borrowed from
Rodney, talking to people and looking for old pictures. Most of the
people I met were the old residenters and I learned a lot from listening
to them. I learned that the fundamentals of human nature fear,
courage, and so on do not change much or had not within recent
memory. I learned that people in any time see that time as the time,
the culmination and terminus of history, that we are here only for a
brief moment, and that with the help of photographs images, like data
chips, sent down from almost another century those moments become
even briefer and time becomes compressed.)
An old woman and I are in the front room sitting on a scratchy,
maroon sofa. The river is below; a couple of stories above, an
enormous tree. She is talking, and as she talks I begin to drift. With
her quiet voice and her careful movement she begins to mesmerize me
much as I am mesmerized while watching a child at play when that child
is wholly absorbed in what
she is doing.
She is telling me about her
photographs. They show the house
w,hen it was built in 1890; her father, the founder and sole
proprietor
of the Western Central Telephone Company;
her brother playing in a
brass band under the tree. Her life
seems so momentary and even less
than momentary is the life
of one who appears now only in photo
graphs her mother: 1868-1935.
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Now I hear her telling of her youthful adventures and creating a
world around us so vivid in its textural details that it assumes contem
porary fidelity. I find it difficult to keep my place in time, difficult to
distinguish between the woman who inhabited that world and the woman
who is sitting beside me now. There is a hint of freshness in her
hushed voice, and as she talks it is as though we were talking not
about the past but the present.
Time begins to flicker. I relax and go adrift.
I see a group photograph of a picnic crowd, a Sunday School class
in 1906. The effect is softened by the work of years as it times and
silvers the surface of the clear, airless artifact. On the left, a very
young woman. I am struck by her. I ask myself, "Could it be
possible? Would I have loved her, wanted her in
1906?"
I see the photograph again. I see an upright body square
shoulders and a firm figure shrouded in white cloth as it arches gently
to the deep grass. Her eyes connect with mine with surprising
directness across the barrier. Ever so slightly she seems to round and
move. I feel a moment of attraction.
A breeze flicks the hem of her skirt and causes it to
blurjust a
bit
as it contacts the glass plate that recieved and brought this woman
on the long journey to me here now
this moment and that moment
becomes blurred the flicked skirt the waist the eyes seem to
be calling
to me personally breeze of
that May morning coming through the screen
door is the same breeze that caressed her skirt
Salt Lick and the Little
Kanawha same smells same tree frog sounds it is all a moment.
The exposure was a moment; the Sunday picnic, a moment; the life
a moment; the
transmission of data, a moment; the sensation I feel now
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is a moment. And next to me on the couch, wrapped in house dress
and apron, this MOMENT, with her strong hands and her square back
and her intelligent eyes looking right into mine, her soft, mesmerizing
voice speaking to my mind quietly so as to lure, to entertain, to
fascinate the young man who is there this moment.
Next to me there the shutter is closing, a moment within the
moment that is a life. I look again at the photograph. A tragedy had
occurred, a tragedy called history.
In synch two cogs turn in a great machine
Never to touch for all the cogs between.
Two shutters open and close in this room. I feel cheated by history,
by time. Never have I felt this attraction, this longing to make a
journey and have it be perfectly impossible. Perfect is the scene that
protects us. The great barrier stands, the quiet space lies between
us. I take one last look at the image of my love and reinsert it into its
rightful place in the black album. I had been looking through a clean
pane of glass at something real.
The old woman goes to the window. She calls me to the window
and then out onto the broad porch. She points and talks of imaginary
buildings, people, events. Slowly again the spell begins. The Little
Kanawha eddys in the near distance and then drops into the roughs.
Time begins to flicker like the evening light upon the shoals. I let out
the line and go adrift.
We move closer to the window together. I ask her to move closer
to the window with me. Now very close to her I attach my little camera
to a tripod and make a few exposures in the last moments of the day's
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Dear Bob 4 Mary Dan,
I hav really been bad wnen it comes to answering letters,
and for this I am sorry. Bob we have set up a Life Estate
on my share of the property and it has been recorded in
Upshur County. We aid quite a little bit of research and
it is safe and a real problem for the Coal Company if they
try to sell tne property on the Court House Steps. Jim
Douglas says you should not put a life estate in Ezra's
name, but I must admit that it has been so long since I
talked to him about it that I forget some of the reasons.
One of them was that since Ezra is so young there were
some complications which would cause us not to be able
to mine the land or do anything else until he reaches 18.
3o naturally that would not be good. I'll ask Rodney
what the other reasons were as sometimes I am not too
good at this second hanc information.
We have really Deen busy recently since the State of West
Virginia passed the law that eacn ousiness, younger than
5 years, must place a deposit on account with the Department
of Labor for 1 months labor plus 1 5$ for a montns wages
at full capacity. In otner woras, get someone to pat \xy
oonc for us or else go our own oona by sending tnem the
cash. Anyway ours, at full capacity is #6,300.00 and
that was quite a chunk to tie up all at once when we
needed it for working capitol. Anyway, I did quite a
lot of research and founo out that *e coulo get a Certificate
of Deposit for that amount in Dept. of Labors name ano also
in Hickman Electric Corp. name, wnicn is what we did. At
on 2\ yrs. at 1^.05 % we will come out ahead, but the next
two and \ yrs will really be haro because all our working
capitol is tied up. If they don't get you one way they
get you another, I quess.
Did Ezra get the book we sent for his birthday? We thought
of him quite a bit at his birthday and wished you were still
living in Sutton so we could be a part of everything.
Mary Dan, I was glad to here about Evas good news. I hope
everything works out the way she wants. The trip sounds
great too.
I have been really busy the last month writing letters ana
recruiting members for the West Virginians for Life Organization.
I am also a member of the National Right ot Life and have
found both organizations quite rewording. Yesterday was
a real break through for us as the Hatch/Ashbrook Amendment
to the Constitution went through the Judiciary Committee
and will now be on the Senate floor for all the Senators




I had been putting off writing because I had so much to
write, but I have found out that typing is so much quicker
ano easier, perhaps If you aont mind, I will write more
often this way.
I have agreed to Direct Vacation Bible School again this
year and I am getting excited about it even though it isn't
until June. Also I am taking an exercise class on Tuesdays
and we exercise for 35-^0 minutes then run imile and then
play about 5-"+ volleyball games. The class is all girls
so I am getting pretty good at volleyball. Of coarse
our church group still plays on Friday evenings, but now
I can compete with the guys better. I haven't lost any
weight but I am firming up soae.
Now, news about Rodney. He has finished >+ months work
in Bayard and is home now for three months working on
a job at Jacksons Mill. It has proved to be an adjustment
after the girls and I being used to him only here on the
weekends. As far as what I am getting ready totell you,
it is top secret so don't breath a word. Rodney has even
sworn me to secrecy but if I cant tell my brother, then
who can I tell. It looks like there will be a washing
plant going in at Bayard for Buffalo Coal and they may
get Rodney to do the wiring. If this is true and if
everything works out he will have work there for 2 years.
He will omly except the job if the girls and I will go
with him, because it is so hard on him to be away from
us as he has b*en most of the winter. I have agreed,
but we have't even mentioned it to the gir Is because
it may not happen. If it does, I have mace him promise
me that we won't rent the house here because I just couldn't
bear it. *h*m we wanted to come home on weekends we
wouldn't have any place to go. It will be like living
a double life, two houses, two churches, etc. Anyway If
we can find a house reasonable and out in the country we
will buy it and ruff it for 2 years, leaving half the furnature
here and half with us. Crazy, I know but it will be different
and the change is kind of exciting, especially since I know
it is only temperary.
Other news about Rodney, Wednesday night Rodney was voted
unanimously in~the church as a decon. He had been in training
for it for a year and now he will have his Ordination Service
the middle of April. We have really come a long way haven't we.
I am really proud of him, and I know this is right for him
and for the church.
Catherine and Amy have been exceptionally well this winter
but Klmberly has been exceptionally sick. She has had broncitis
7 times, and now it is in cronic stages. She hasbeen doing
better the last two weeks. I hope Ezra has been well; we
think of him every day. We think of all of you every day.
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We cut a ooor between Catherines room ano the gun room ano
now we have another beo room in there. Rooney didn't seem
to mina giving up his room ana it nas been great for Amy
to have her own room. I painter the woodwork ano wall
papered it for her ana it is really cute. She days it
is still like a cream come trae and she thinks she will
wake up and it wont have Happened.
We have a Pitza Hut now Between Sutton and Gassaway so it
has been quite a treat. Now Rodney and I aont have to go
to Clarksburg for a night out we just get a sitter and
go there. The atmosphere is pretty nice.
Is the coupon war still going on tnere? I signed a
petition
the other day to Kroger and Fooaland to start having aouble
cay coupon cays. I don't know if it will do any
good or
not. Sometimes I can save around 1 1 .00 on 100.00 of
groceries but the double day would really help. I would
be glad to send coupons to you if I knew what you save anc
what you buy but perhaps it would be a waste of time
since
we dont live close enough to correspond regularly.
My typing is quite terrible since I have been hurrying
and
I know my spelling is as bad, but that comes natural
for
me. Hope you can make heaas or tails out of all this.
Please cont mention the joo ano moving thing or I will
get shot. Especially to Rodney, when you may call or
write, or anyone.
Love you all three,
